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Abstract

Ž .Complete active space multiconfiguration self-consistent field CAS-MCSCF and multireference configuration interac-
Ž . Ž .tion MRCI calculations for H reactions with platinum atom and small clusters Pt , Pt have been performed with2 2 3

Ž . 3account of spin-orbit coupling SOC . Relativistic effective core potential basis sets are used. It is shown that the D state2

of the Pt atom, which is only 2.2 kcalrmol higher in energy than the ground state component, 3D , is reactive in hydrogen3
Ž . Ž1 3 .insertion reactions. The activation barrier about 2 kcalrmol is formed by a very efficient singlet–triplet S– D avoided2

crossing determined by SOC in the 5d shell of the metal, and a very stable singlet 1A ground state product PtH is1 2
Ž3 .produced by Pt D atom insertion into the hydrogen. Despite of the fact that asymptotic states in the entrance channel2

differ by 2 in angular momentum quantum number, a small mixing between the 1S and 1D states obtained at the MRCI level
at the beginning of the reaction leads to a drastic change in the j–j coupling scheme and finally produces the S–T
intersystem crossing. Other states are nonreactive, since they have a barrier higher than 15 kcalrmol. A simple concerted
insertion of platinum dimer into H molecule is studied in order to simulate spin uncoupling produced by CI between the2

1w Ž3 y. Ž q.xground singlet state of the reactants and the double–triplet state Pt S qH S . This type of spin uncoupling is2 g 2 u

typical for all studied reactions even when they do not follow the concerted mode. The triplet–singlet intersystem crossing
occurs at the tight chemical interaction stage for cluster reactions in contrast to activation by a bare atom. q 1999 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Activations of chemical bonds in stable dia-
Ž .magnetic molecules by transition metal TM

atoms, clusters and complexes have been exten-
sively studied both by experimentalists and the-

) Corresponding author

oreticians during the last decade. The fast devel-
opment of powerful experimental techniques like
molecular and ion beams in combination with
laser flash-photolysis and mass spectroscopy has
provided a huge amount of important informa-
tion about TM atoms, clusters and ion reactivity
with stable molecules. Reactivity of TM species
in different spin states is a most important issue
with respect to the basic understanding of cat-
alytic processes, both homogeneous and hetero-
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geneous. The simplest question in this respect
is: Why can the TM atom, cluster or complex
easily bind a stable molecule and then easily
release it in some active form for subsequent
chemical transformations in which the TM
species does not participate in the sense that it
does not enter the final product? Do electron
spins play any particular role in these pro-
cesses? Many useful concepts have been pro-
posed accounting for the peculiarity of d or-
bitals, like d™LUMO donation and s§

w x w xHOMO back donation 1 , sd-hybridization 2,3 ,
the promotion energy to the bonding s1 state
w x4,5 , etc. However, not so much attention has
been devoted to spin effects in catalysis so far
w x6–10 .

Chemical reactions are strongly spin-depen-
dent because of the importance of the exchange
energy. The correlation effects in d shells of
TM species have been well studied and docu-

w xmented 2–5,11 , stressing in particular the de-
w xpendence of the reactivity on multiplicity 10 ;

but still there are many other aspects of the TM
spin chemistry which have not received proper
attention.

It is well known that such stable diamagnetic
molecules like H and alkanes are rather easily2

activated by partially coordinated unsaturated
metal centers in many metallo-organic com-

w x w xplexes 2,12 and clusters 13,14 . Great efforts
towards first principles investigations of the
mechanisms for these processes were under-

w xtaken by Siegbahn et al. 3 , Blomberg et al.
w x w x4,5 , Wittborn et al. 11 , Low and Goddard
w x w x2,15 , Balasubramanian 8,17,18 , Balasubra-

w xmanian et al. 16 and by Koga and Morokuma
w x w x19 , Musaev and Morokuma 20 and Cui et al.
w x21,22 , who determined the variation of
metal–molecule binding energies for different
metals, molecules and reaction coordinates.

Hydrogenation, i.e., the addition of molecular
hydrogen to unsaturated hydrocarbons such as
olefins, is a reaction of great importance. Ho-
mogeneous hydrogenation catalysts are known

w xfor many TMs 12 , of which platinum is one of
w xthe most important 17 . One of the roles of the

catalyst is to activate the H molecule, i.e., to2

break the H–H bond via the oxidative addition
of the hydrogen to the metal complex. The
oxidative addition reactions of the hydrogen
molecule are now studied for a number of bare
TM atoms and TM clusters in molecular beams
using detection techniques involving single-pho-
ton ionization and time-of-flight mass spectrom-

w xetry 13 . The oxidative addition of hydrogen to
the platinum atom is one of the simplest proto-
type reactions involving unsupported Pt clusters
w x13,14 .

The electronic states and potential energy
Ž .surfaces PES of the PtH system have been2

w xstudied by many authors 2,8,7,21,23,24 .
w xPoulain et al. 23 carried out pseudopotential

SCF CI calculations from which they concluded
that a triplet ground state of the Pt atom cannot
capture H , since the two triplet states studied2

both have repulsive interaction. However, the
singlet closed shell state 1A inserts into the1

w xH–H bond without activation energy 23 . Simi-
lar results were obtained by GVB-CI calcula-

w x Ž .tions 2 . Since spin–orbit coupling SOC were
w xnot taken into account in these works 2,23 , it

was not possible to make an assessment of the
reactivity to real states of the Pt atom.

w xBalasubramanian 8,16,25 has calculated the
PtH system using the complete active space2

Ž .MCSCF CAS-MCSCF method followed by
multireference singles and doubles configura-

Ž .tion interaction MRSDCI and relativistic CI.
In these sophisticated studies, only a bending
PES was analyzed. The dissociation limit Ptq
H could be obtained only at small bending2

angle u,108. Singlet state PES calculations
without SOC account demonstrated a clear po-

Žtential barrier at the bending angle u,208 Fig.
w x.2 in Ref. 8 with E ,5 kcalrmol. SOC di-a

minishes this barrier only slightly as it is seen
w xfrom Fig. 2 in Ref. 8 . At the same time, the

Ž1 .spontaneous insertion of the Pt S atom into0
Ž1 .H to form PtH A was predicted by Poulain2 2 1

w xet al. 23 in their CI treatment, by Low and
w xGoddard 2 using the GVB method and by

w xSwang et al. 24 using the MCSCF approach.
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So the barrier on the singlet state PES shown in
w xRef. 8 seems to be an artifact of the reaction

path simulation of the bending mode. The Ptq
H sPtH reaction has also recently been stud-2 2

w xied by Cui et al. 21 using density functional
Ž .theory DFT . There is no comment on the

activation barrier; the binding energy of H to2
Ž1 . Žthe Pt S atom is 47.8 kcalrmol the best

estimation with account of the zero point correc-
.tion which is in qualitative agreement with all

w xprevious calculations 2,8,23,24 .
Since the ground state of the platinum atom

9 1 Ž3 .is a triplet d s D state which has a high
w xbarrier for hydrogen insertion 2,8,23,24 , a

curve crossing to the singlet state is required,
and the minimum crossing point can be viewed
as the transition state for the activation process
starting from the ground 3D state atom reaction
w x21 . An avoided crossing between the singlet
and triplet states can occur with account of the

w xSOC which is quite strong in the Pt atom 26 .
w xBalasubramanian 8 accounted for SOC in this

reaction using a relativistic configuration inter-
action scheme for PtHq, the d orbital popula-
tion of which is close to that of PtH and thus2

enables calculations of SOC splittings for elec-
w xtronic states of PtH . Balasubramanian 8 esti-2

mated SOC energy corrections to the singlet
bent ground state 1A and to the triplet linear1

H–Pt–H product. He also presented the lowest
singlet and triplet state potentials with account

Žof SOC as a function of the bending angle Fig.
w x.2 in Ref. 8 . The lowest triplet state in the Pt

3 w xatom is the D multiplet; in Fig. 2 of Ref. 8 ,3

there is no avoided crossing between the lowest
singlet and triplet potential curves. Both curves
cross each other at the angle u;258. It could
be concluded that the triplet ground state of the
Pt atom is nonreactive with respect to the hy-
drogen molecules and probably to other diamag-
netic molecules like methane, since the nature
of the H–H and C–H chemical bonds is quite
similar.

w xNakatsuji et al. 7 studied reactions of a
hydrogen molecule with the Pt atom and with
the small clusters Pt , Pt by symmetry adapted2 3

Ž .cluster SAC and SAC-CI methods. The effect
of SOC was examined for the Pt–H system by2

account of one-electron SOC integrals on the Pt
atom only with wave functions obtained at the

Ž .Hartree–Fock HF and single excitation CI
w x w xlevel 7 . Unfortunately, Nakatsuji et al. 7 did

not make an assignment of the PES at the
dissociation limit to the states of the Pt atom.
An analysis of the potential energy curves cal-

Ž w x.culated with account of SOC Fig. 7 in Ref. 7
and of the degeneracy of states at the dissocia-
tion limit makes this assignment rather difficult

w xthough. If the lowest state in Fig. 7 of Ref. 7 is
the 3D term of the Pt atom, it should be3

sevenfold degenerate, but it is only fivefold in
3 Žthis figure. If the next state is D its fivefold2

degeneracy corresponds exactly to the expecta-
.tion , then the splitting between the two states

Ž Ž3 . Ž3 .. Ž y1E D yE D is too high about 6300 cm2 3
w x y1in Fig. 7 of Ref. 7 , compared to 776 cm

w x.from experimental data 26 . Other states in
w xFig. 7 of Ref. 7 are also difficult for interpreta-

tion both from the energetic and degeneracy
arguments. No definite conclusions about the
mechanisms of spin uncoupling in hydrogen
activation by platinum atom was reached, while
the role of SOC and triplet states were down-

w xplayed. So from both papers 7,8 , the message
seems to be that SOC is not of much importance
for the PtqH reaction and that only the sin-2

glet 1A state is reactive. The same result has1
Ž .been obtained without account of SOC in

w x w xRefs. 2,23,24 . Poulain et al. 23 proposed that
Ž3 .the ground state Pt D atom should be photoex-

cited in order to react. They noted that the
transition to the desired singlet state is forbid-
den and that the UV–visible spectra show no
trace of modification of the reaction in the

w xmatrix isolation experiment 23 .
In this paper, we study the problem of the

singlet–triplet crossing in the PtqH reaction2

in detail. The issue has a great importance for
many reactions on platinum surfaces and on
platinum clusters of different size. The Pt clus-n

ters up to ns4 have triplet ground states, the
reactivity of which differs from that of the
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w xsinglet excited states 27–29 so the problem of
the spin flip is crucial for such catalytic activity
w x9,30 . Accounting for the results for the Pt
atom, we shall briefly discuss the hydrogen
molecule activation by Pt and Pt clusters.2 3

Hydrogenation reactions are of primary impor-
tance in this respect, but the C–H bond activa-
tion could also be relevant to the problem. Our
preliminary results for methane activation by a
platinum dimer support the crucial importance
of the SOC effect in this process. The whole
problem sorts under the general spin-catalysis

w xconcept discussed in Refs. 9,30 . The simplest
prototype of catalytic reactions, Pt q H ,2

demonstrates all these features.

2. Method of calculation

The relativistic effective core potential basis
w xset of Stevens et al. 31 has been used in this

Ž .work. The four inner valence shell orbitals
Ž .5s,5 p of the Pt atom have been frozen in the
CAS-MCSCF and in multireference configura-

Ž .tion interaction MRCI calculations. Five dou-
bly occupied 5d orbitals and one empty 6 s AO
were included in the CAS. The next three 6 p,
one 7s and five 6d AOs were included in the
MRSDCI calculations followed by relativistic
MRCI q SOC calculations. This constitutes

Ž .9156 configuration state functions CSFs for
singlet states and 13 650 CSFs for triplet states
of the platinum atom. This type of MRCI was
found to be relevant for the description of the
21 lowest singlet and triplet states of the plat-
inum atom with account of the effective nuclear

Ž .charge Z Pt s1312 for the one-electron SOCeff

operator.
For the PtH system, one additional 1s MO2 g

of the hydrogen moiety was included in the
CAS. The same number of empty platinum

Žorbitals which now are mixtures of platinum
. Uand hydrogen AOs and the s MO of theu

hydrogen moiety were used as the next 10
orbitals in the SOCI procedure of the GAMESS

w xprogram 32 . The total number of CSFs is

21 378 for singlet and 32 886 for triplet states.
All calculations have been performed with

w xGAMESS code 33 .
As a first step, we have performed geometry

Ž .optimization at the restricted HF RHF level
for the singlet states and at the restricted open-

Ž . w xshell HF ROHF level 34 for the triplet states.
The geometry optimizations were thereafter per-
formed at the MCSCF level; the CAS then
included the s MO of hydrogen and nineg

orbitals of the 5d6 s6 p7s shells of the Pt atom.
So the CAS represents 11 orbitals for 12 elec-
trons and constitutes a 15 492 configuration

Ž .wave function CSF for the singlet state of the
1A symmetry. Such optimization was per-1

formed only for the ground state product. All
other CAS-MCSCF geometry searches were
performed with three vacant MOs and six dou-
bly occupied orbitals; this CAS includes
s 5d6 sq two 6 p orbitals which are mixed withg

hydrogen AOs. Besides the ground singlet state,
some other excited roots were optimized for
different intermediates including the 3B states.2

The simulation of the reaction paths has been
performed accounting for some intermediate
points from the geometry optimization search
which started from a very long distance dPt – H

˚s5 A at the C symmetry. The choice of axes2Õ

and distance notation are given in Fig. 1. Fur-
ther simulation of the reaction paths has been
performed by a point grid at the MRCI level.
The most important region of the S–T crossing

w xoccurs at the early stage of the reaction 8
where there is no large distortion of the H–H
bond length.

A few geometries have been calculated for
the Pt reactions with hydrogen and methane in2

a small CAS; it includes p d d s and two sg g u u g

MOs of the platinum dimer with large contribu-
tions from 5d AOs. One bonding and one anti-
bonding orbitals of the activated molecules for
prolongated H–H and C–H bonds were also
included. So the CAS consists of 11 orbitals for
16 electrons. The doubly occupied MOs s pg u

of the Pt dimer with energies y0.407 and2

y0.386 a.u. were excluded from the CAS
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Fig. 1. The choice of axes for the PtqH reaction.2

though they correspond to 5d AOs of platinum.
Geometry optimization in this CAS of the sin-
glet ground state gives cis and trans products
of Pt H very similar to that obtained by other2 2

w xauthors 17,21 . MRCI calculations include the
CAS of occupied p d d s and two s MOsg g u u g

of the platinum dimer plus the s MO of theg

H molecule and one empty s MO of Pt .2 g 2

Next 10 empty MOs are included in the
second-order CI procedure. This gives 49 573
CSFs for the 1A state in C symmetry.1 2Õ

The SOC matrix elements have been calcu-
lated with the effective one-electron SOC opera-
tor in the framework of the GAMESS program
w x Ž .32 . The effective nuclear charge Z Pt seff

1312, intended to circumvent the need for the
two-electron SOC integrals, have been adjusted
to reproduce the results of the term splittings in
the atomic spectra. For the carbon and hydrogen
atoms, the effective SOC nuclear charges are

w x Ž .compiled from Ref. 32 : Z C s3.6 andeff
Ž .Z H s1. The final energies of states areeff

obtained by diagonalization of the sum of the
MRCI and SOC matrices in the GAMESS pro-

w xgram 32 . All SOC calculations for the Pt atom
and for the PtH complex are done in the C2 1

symmetry point group.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The spectrum of the Pt atom

The orbital energies of the Pt atom calculated
at the RHF ECP level are given in Table 1
together with MO energies of the PtH system2

at two intermolecular distances. It is seen that
the hydrogen molecular orbitals s and s atg u

Žthe beginning of the reaction ns5 and ns16,
.respectively, in Table 1 get stabilized. There is

an increase of electron density donation from
the s MO to the 6 s AO of the Pt atomg
Ž .ns11 as the intermolecular distance de-
creases. Quite similar electron transfer has been
obtained at the CAS-MCSCF level. The back

Želectron transfer from the 5d orbital ns8 inyz
.the complex, Table 1 to the unoccupied su

MO of the H moiety is also well seen at both2

computational levels. This electron transfer in
both directions occurs even in the case when the
H–H bond length is kept frozen. Such trends

w xhave been noted in previous studies 2,7 .
The first CI calculations of the Pt atom and

the Pt–H system were performed at the CAS2

CI level. Besides the four inner shells frozen
orbitals of the Pt atom, five doubly occupied 4d
orbitals, one 5s and three 5p AOs were in-
cluded in the CAS. The results of this CAS CI

Žcalculations CAS for Pt atom consists of 5292
CSF for the singlet states and of 7560 CSF for

.the triplet states are rather poor for the plat-
inum atom itself. These nonrelativistic calcula-
tions give a negative value for the 1S§3D
transition energy which contradicts all other

w xnonrelativistic calculations 2,7,21,23 and leads
to disagreement with experimental energy levels
w x26 when SOC is included in the CI matrix.
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Table 1
Ž .aCalculated HF orbital energy levels a.u. of the Pt atom and of the PtH system in the singlet ground state. Mulliken population of Pt atom2

in the occupied orbitalsb

Pt atom PtH system2

˚ ˚` 3.62 A 2.63 A
X 1 1 110 0 a a b a bŽ . Ž . Ž .n C Pt S d s n C PtH A Pt PtH A Pt2 Õ 2 Õ 2 1 2 1

1 a y4.2994 1 a y4.2982 2.00 y4.3005 2.001 1

2 a y2.4686 2 a y2.4677 2.00 y2.4720 2.001 1

3 b y2.4686 3 b y2.4673 2.00 y2.4679 2.001 1

4 b y2.4686 4 a y2.4673 2.00 y2.4678 2.002 1

5 a y0.5968 0.01447 y0.6147 0.058781

5 b y0.3197 6 a y0.3188 1.99866 y0.3182 1.982542 1

6 a y0.3197 7 b y0.3186 2.00 y0.3211 2.001 1

7 b y0.3197 8 b y0.3185 1.99981 y0.3206 1.994381 2

8 a y0.3197 9 a y0.3183 2.00 y0.3175 2.001 2

9 b y0.3197 10 a y0.3183 2.00 y0.3175 1.999122 1

10 a 0.0018 11 a 0.0050 0.00 0.0133 0.001 1

11 a 0.0906 12 b 0.0897 0.00 0.0860 0.001 2

12 b 0.0906 13 b 0.0909 0.00 0.0899 0.002 1

13 b 0.0906 14 a 0.1037 0.00 0.1249 0.001 1

14 b 0.1544 15 a 0.1588 0.00 0.1512 0.001 1

16 b 0.2538 0.00 0.2537 0.002

15 a 0.3342 17 b 0.3343 0.00 0.3273 0.001 1

16 b 0.3342 18 a 0.3351 0.00 0.3367 0.001 1

17 b 0.3342 19 a 0.3551 0.00 0.3367 0.002 2

18 a 0.3342 20 a 0.3505 0.00 0.3824 0.001 1

19 a 0.3342 21 b 0.3597 0.00 0.3934 0.002 2

Much better agreement with experiment are
Ž .obtained at the MRSDCI level Table 2 . The

Ž .relativistic results MRCIqSOC are given in
the third column of Table 2. The 3D triplet state
gets much lower, so that the nonrelativistic exci-

1 3 Žtation S§ D energy becomes positive 0.03
.eV , which finally leads to a good agreement

with the experimental energy levels when SOC
is taken into account.

It is interesting to note that the energy gap
1S§3D seems to be well reproduced even at
the HF level. Our HF calculations give 0.9 eV,

Ž1 .while the experimental S–T splitting E S y
Ž3 . ŽE D is equal 0.76 eV the S–T splitting for3

Ž1 . Ž3 .the second triplet sub-level E S yE D s2
w x.0.67 eV is very close 26 . All researchers

consider the experimental energy gap 0.76 eV
as a measure of electron promotion energy

Table 2
Ž . Ž .Calculated energy levels of the Pt atom in the absence of SOC MRCI result and with account of SOC MRCIqSOC method

a b y1 cŽ . Ž .Term MRCI a.u. MRCIqSOC D Exp. cm
3 29w Ž . xD 4d D 5s y118.823370 0.00 7 0.0003 2.5
3 29w Ž . xD 4d D 5s y118.823370 2066.54 5 775.92 2.5
1 10 0Ž .S d s y118.822295 4646.12 1 6140.0
3 29w Ž . xD 4d D 5s y118.823370 11 025.06 3 10 132.01 1.5
1 29w Ž . xD 4d D 5s y118.807364 12 471.36 5 13 496.32 1.5

a In cmy1.
b Degeneracy.
c w xRef. 26 .
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10Ž1 . 9 1Ž3 .d S §d s D in nonrelativistic calcula-
w xtions 2,7,21,23 . For example, Poulain at el.

w x23 stressed that the S–T energy difference
10Ž1 . 9 1Ž3 .d S §d s D is of crucial importance for

the accuracy of their nonrelativistic calculations.
The same attention was paid to the S–T gap
energy in the Pt atom in other nonrelativistic

w xstudies 2,7,21 . The connection between the
S–T energy gap and the nonrelativistic promo-

10Ž1 . 9 1Ž3 .tion energy d S §d s D was considered
to be of crucial importance for the reactivity of
the Pt atom, especially with respect to the Pd

Ž1 . Ž3 .atom reactivity, where the E S yE D gap is
w xnegative 21,25 . We need to stress here that the

Ž1 . Ž3 . Žexperimental E S yE D energy gap s3
.0.76 eV for the Pt atom has not much in

common with the nonrelativistic promotion en-
10Ž1 . 9 1Ž3 .ergy d S §d s D , since the gap is deter-

Žmined mostly by SOC in contrast to the palla-
w x.dium atom 35 .

The proximity of the two spin-sublevels 3D3

and 3D is confusing, both are well separated2
1 Žfrom the S state they are lower by 0.76 and

.0.67 eV, respectively ; at the same time, the
third spin-sublevel 3D is higher in energy by1

0.5 eV than the singlet 1S term. The last circum-
stance seems to simply be ignored previously
w x 32,7,21,23 . All D terms have the same config-J

uration d9s1. Why should the measure of the
10Ž1 .nonrelativistic promotion energy d S §

9 1Ž3 . Ž1 . Ž3 .d s D be the E S yE D energy gap, but3
Ž1 . Ž3 .not the E S yE D one? In order to solve1

this problem, it is necessary to calculate the
SOC correction carefully.

We did not consider F and P states in the
Ž 8 2MRCIqSOC matrix configurations d s are

much higher in energy in nonrelativistic MRCI
and do not influence the lowest states during the

.reaction , but the results for the other lower
states are qualitatively correct. The worst en-
ergy is obtained for 3D term, which is overesti-2

Ž 3mated by 0.16 eV maybe because the P state2
.was excluded from consideration . At least we

have reproduced correctly the sequence of lev-
els 3D , 3D , 1S , 3D and 1D . The most3 2 0 1 2

essential aspect is that the lowest T–S splitting

between the 3D ground term and the 1S state3 0

is qualitatively correct, which is important for
the chemical reactivity of the Pt atom. The
interval for the upper 3D and 1D states is also1 2

Ž .qualitatively reproduced Tables 3 and 4 .
The most important splittings between spin

Žsub-levels are qualitatively good all values are
in cmy1, experimental intervals are in parenthe-

.ses :
Ž1 . Ž1 . Ž .E S yE D sy7825 y7356 ,2
Ž3 . Ž3 . Ž .E D yE D sy8958.5 y9356 ,2 1
Ž1 . Ž3 . Ž .E D yE D s12 471 13 496 .2 3

Perfect degeneracy for all multiplets is ob-
tained in the C point group calculations with1

the GAMESS program, which makes credit to
the method applied. Large deviations from the
simple Lande interval rule are well reproduced.
We must stress that there is no SOC between

1 Žthe ground S state which is considered to be
w x.responsible for the reaction 2,7,8,23 and any

of the other lowest 15 terms of the Pt atom.

Table 3
Calculated energy levels of the PtH system at the distance2

˚ Ž .ds3.3 A in the absence of SOC MRCI result and with account
Ž .of SOC MRCIqSOC method

a bŽ .C Pt term MRCI a.u. MRCIqSOC2 Õ

3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.95038 y4006.261 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94999 y4003.761 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94996 y4002.521 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.94967 y3984.181 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.94967 y3957.761 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.94953 y3939.882 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.94953 y3933.522 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.94953 y1949.762 2 2.5
3 3 9 2w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.94967 y1948.081 2 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y199.68538 y1883.552 2 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y199.68538 y1874.622 2 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y199.68538 y1871.832 2 2.5
1 1 10 0Ž .A S d s y119.95276 77.351
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94953 7015.271 1 1.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94953 7020.111 1 1.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94953 7038.591 1 1.5
1 1 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.93310 8493.321 2 1.5
1 1 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.93309 8493.742 2 1.5
1 1 w 9Ž2 . xA D 4d D 5s y119.93178 8555.152 2 1.5
1 1 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.93176 8556.251 2 1.5
1 1 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.93157 8569.551 2 1.5

aQualitative comparison.
b 1 Ž .SOC correction in respect to the lowest S MRCI level in
cmy1.
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Table 4
Calculated energy levels of the PtH system at the distance2

˚ Ž .ds2.8 A in the absence of SOC MRCI result and with account
Ž .of SOC MRCIqSOC method

a bŽ .C Pt term MRCI a.u. MRCIqSOC2 Õ

3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94923 y3204.641 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94773 y3153.992 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94772 y3117.261 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.94702 y3104.411 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.947668 y3088.302 3 2.5
3 3 9 2w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94773 y2972.392 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.94668 y2966.812 3 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.94702 y1271.811 2 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.94702 y1089.921 2 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94773 y1088.962 2 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94773 y932.682 2 2.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94772 y912.571 2 2.5
1 1 10 0Ž .A S d s y119.953666 584.651
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94923 7867.501 1 1.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94923 7911.321 1 1.5
3 3 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.94772 7947.551 1 1.5
1 1 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.93211 9388.091 2 1.5
1 1 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.93210 9389.282 2 1.5
1 1 w 9Ž2 . xA D 4d D 5s y119.93200 9528.782 2 1.5
1 1 29w Ž . xB D 4d D 5s y119.92985 9550.191 2 1.5
1 1 29w Ž . xA D 4d D 5s y119.9297 9573.471 2 1.5

aQualitative comparison.
b 1 Ž .SOC correction in respect to the lowest S MRCI level in
cmy1.

3.2. Pt atom reaction with molecular hydrogen

3.2.1. General features of the PtqH reaction2

Optimization of the reaction coordinates for
different states have been performed by MRCI
calculations on a grid of points. The reaction
coordinates are different for the singlet and

Ž 1 1 .triplet states and also between S and D states .
We have chosen some intermediate reaction
path which is close to the lowest singlet 1S state

Žbehavior deviation in the H–H bond length is
.not large . Since SOC calculations for a large

Žvariety of states 21 states are included in MRCI
.qSOC diagonalization are very time consum-

ing, we have chosen smaller number of grid-
points in the relativistic optimization of the
reaction paths. The latter optimized reaction
coordinates are obtained rather different from

Žthe nonrelativistic ones. By nonrelativistic cal-
culations, we mean here MRCI calculations

without account of SOC. This definition is not
precise, since some relativistic effects are ac-
counted for in optimizations using the ECP

.basis sets. For the few lowest states, all reac-
tion coordinates correspond to C symmetry.2Õ

Results of the MRCI nonrelativistic calculations
at the beginning of the reactions are given in
Fig. 2 for the reaction path which is intermedi-
ate between the ground singlet and the five
triplet states. At this stage of the process, all
reaction coordinates are quite similar and differ
only by a small variation of the H–H bond

˚length in the region 0.75–0.79 A. Calculations
with account of SOC are presented in Fig. 3.
We have found that optimization of the reaction
path at the HF level is not completely adequate
even for the lowest singlet and triplet states.

The HF geometry optimization of the singlet
ground state product PtH gives two minima.2

One is in the entrance channel with a very short
˚Ž .H–H distance r s0.8715 A and a longH – H

˚ŽPt–H bond length r s1.6914 A, the anglePt – H
.is 29.868 . The heat of formation of the adduct

is 10.7 kcalrmol. This weak complex was not
obtained in the MRCI calculation. The second
one corresponds to a real insertion product with

˚a broken H–H bond: r s2.05 A. At theH – H

Fig. 2. Potential energy curves for the entrance channel of the
reaction PtqH calculated by the MRCI method in the absence of2

SOC. At the starting point, the 3D term is higher than the 1S term
by 242 cmy1.
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Fig. 3. Potential energy curves for the entrance channel of the
PtqH reaction calculated by the MRCI method with account of2

SOC.

same time, the Pt–H bond length is very short
˚r s1.534 A. The angle is 83.828. This ge-Pt – H

ometry is in a good agreement with Balasubra-
˚Žmanian’s results 2.056 and 1.52 A and 85.18,

. w xrespectively 8 . The heat of formation of the
insertion product calculated at the HF and MRCI
levels is 25.3 and 39 kcalrmol, respectively.
The latter value is in good agreement with the

w xSAC-CI result, obtained by Nakatsuji et al. 7
Ž .40 kcalrmol .

Comparison of the two minima obtained at
w xthe HF level shows that the bonded valence 33

of the Pt atom is 0.856 for the weak complex
Žand 1.918 for the insertion product the hydro-

.gen atom valence is 1.007 in both cases . There
is no large difference in total atomic popula-
tions. The Pt atom has a small negative charge

Žin both species y0.12 in the first complex and
.y0.19 in the product . At the same time, the

Mulliken’s population of 5d and 5d orbitalsz z yz

is changed dramatically. The total population of
the s AO is increased only slightly from 2.27 in
the weak complex to 2.47 in the product. It
means that the weak complex is a van der
Waals adduct which does not include change of
s–d hybridization and is obtained as an artifact
of geometry optimization at the HF level. Ac-
count of CI leads to the mixing between d10

and d9s1 configurations which is responsible for
the s–d hybridization which removes the local
minimum.

The singlet–triplet vertical excitation in the
insertion product is 2.8 eV for the A symme-1

try. All triplet states of 3A symmetry are unsta-1
Žble. They have a large barrier for insertion at

. 3least more than 77 kcalrmol ; if the lowest A1

state overcomes the barrier, it descends to the
linear molecule H–Pt–H. In this respect, our
results completely reproduce CAS-MCSCF
bending PES for the lowest 1A and 3A states1 1

w xobtained by Balasubramanian 8 with and with-
out SOC inclusion; but the 3B state, having a2

fast rising energy at the beginning of the reac-
Ž . Žtion Fig. 3 , overcomes the barrier 36

.kcalrmol and produces a photostable excited
product with the geometrical parameters rPt – H

˚ ˚ Žs1.646 A, r s2.964 A, gs128.48 CAS-H – H
. 3MCSCF result . This B pattern is the lowest2

excited state of the insertion product; the adia-
batic excitation energy is 0.75 eV at the HF
level and 1.56 eV at the MRCI level. The
vertical excitation 3B §1A is equal 1.51 eV2 1

and 2.61 eV at both nonrelativistic levels, re-
spectively. Inclusion of SOC to the MRCI cal-
culation lowers the ground state energy by 328.1
cmy1 and yields a vertical excitation to the 3B2

state equal to 2.31 eV. The zero field splitting
of the lowest triplet state is about 90 cmy1. The
total energy of the three spin-sublevels are
18 337, 18 358.5 and 19 028.1 cmy1 with re-
spect to the nonrelativistic ground state.

Ž3 .This photostable excited product B is sep-2
˚Ž .arated from the linear one r s1.689 A byPt – H

a barrier of 11 kcalrmol. The ground state of
1 Ž1 q.the linear product is A S in the nonrelativis-1 g

Žtic HF and MRCI calculation r s1.679Pt – H
˚ 3 3. Ž .A . The triplet state A D is lowered in en-1 g

ergy and becomes the ground state of the linear
product when the SOC correction is included.
This is also in agreement with the effect of SOC

w xpredicted in Ref. 8 . Account of SOC at the
MRCI level does not change the conclusion
about the photostable nature of the lowest ex-
cited 3B state of the PtH molecule though the2 2
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barrier for transformation to the linear isomer
Ž .then gets lower 6.5 kcalrmol .

3.2.2. SOC effect in the PtqH insertion reac-2

tion
Since the ground state of the platinum atom

9 1 Ž3 .is a triplet d s D state which has a high
w xbarrier for hydrogen insertion 2,8,24 , a curve

crossing to the singlet state is required. The
minimum crossing point can be viewed as the
transition state for the activation process starting

3 w xfrom the ground D state atom reaction 21 . An
avoided crossing between the singlet and triplet
states can occur with account of SOC which is

w xquite strong in the Pt atom 26 . Balasubrama-
w xnian 8 accounted for SOC in this reaction

using a relativistic configuration interaction
scheme on PtHq, the d orbital population of
which is close to that of PtH and for calcula-2

tions of SOC splittings for electronic states of
w xPtH . Balasubramanian 8 estimated the SOC2

energy corrections to the singlet bent ground
state 1A and to the triplet linear H–Pt–H prod-1

uct. He also presented the lowest singlet and
triplet state potentials with inclusion of SOC as

Ža function of the bending angle Fig. 2 in Ref.
w x.8 . The lowest triplet state in the Pt atom is the
3 w xD multiplet; in Fig. 2 of Ref. 8 , there is no3

avoided crossing between the lowest singlet and
triplet potential curves. Both curves cross each
other at the angle u;258. It could be concluded
that the triplet ground state of the Pt atom is
nonreactive with respect to the hydrogen
molecules.

As was mentioned before, in Balasubrama-
nian’s study of the electronic states and PES of
the PtH system, only the bending PES was2

analyzed. The dissociation limit PtqH could2

be obtained only at a small bending angle u,
108. The singlet state PES calculated without
SOC demonstrates a clear potential barrier at

Ž w x.the bending angle u,208 Fig. 2 in Ref. 8
with E ,5 kcalrmole. SOC only slightly di-a

minished this barrier as it is seen from Fig. 2 in
w xRef. 8 . At the same time, the spontaneous

Ž1 .insertion of the Pt S atom into H to form0 2
Ž1 .PtH A was predicted by other authors2 1

w x w x2,21,24 . Nakatsuji et al. 7 also calculated the
SOC effect in the PtqH reaction, and pre-2

sented an interesting PES picture, however,
without assignments of states in the Pt atom
dissociation limit.

In contrast to some earlier statements, we
stress that SOC is the main driving force of the
catalysis by platinum, as predicted by the pre-
sent calculations. The most important region for
spin uncoupling comprises the Pt–H distances2

˚ ˚Ž .d between 3.0 A and 2.6 A on the reaction
path. At these distances, the H–H bond length
is almost unchanged at the HF level, but it starts
to increase at the MRCI level. For example, at

˚ds2.6 A, the optimized H–H bond length is
˚ ˚0.78 A at the MRCI level and only 0.01 A

longer at the HF level. All reaction coordinates
are very similar at large Pt–H distances. The

˚Ž .H–H bond length r s0.735 A is only slightlye
˚Ž .increased up till 0.74 A when the Pt–H dis-
˚ ˚tance diminishes from 5 A till 3.6–3 A.

The SOC matrix element between the ground
singlet 1A state and the lowest triplet state 3A1 1

in the entrance channel is equal to zero by
symmetry. An indirect mixing of these states
can occur in the second order of perturbation
theory and, of course, in the method used in this

Ž .work diagonalization of MRCIqSOC matrix ;
but we have not found any appreciable mixing
of these two states for the whole reaction pro-

Ž3 .cess. At the same time, the second A , the2
Ž3 . Ž3 .fourth B and the fifth B excited triplet1 2
Žstates the order obtained from nonrelativistic

.MRCI calculations have increasing values of
SOC matrix element with the ground singlet
state. In the reactants, all these matrix elements

3 Ž 3 3were zero, since all the five D states 2 A , B ,1 1
3 3 .B and A states in the C group were2 2 2Õ

Ž .degenerate in nonrelativistic CI method . The
SOC matrix element between the ground singlet
1A state and the triplet state 3A is not very1 2

large during the reaction. At the beginning of
˚Ž .the reaction r s3.6 A , it is equal to 30Pt – H

cmy1. The SOC with the fourth triplet state,
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3 Ž y1.B , is the highest 167 cm . This state is2

only 0.008 eV higher in energy than the lowest
triplet state. The next almost degenerate 3B1

state produces a 146 cmy1 SOC integral. At the
˚Ž .intermediate geometry r s2.86 A , thePt – H

SOC integrals between the ground singlet and
these triplet states are equal to 49, 602 and 568
cmy1, respectively. These matrix elements are
comparatively large with respect to many SOC
integrals for different 3D components in the free

Ž y1Pt atom typical value of 1800 cm , the maxi-
y1.mum value is 5240 cm . It means that impor-

tant s–p–d mixing occurs during the reaction.
The s–p–d hybridization finally leads to appre-
ciable SOC integrals between the ground singlet
and excited triplet states. For the intermediate
triplet state of the PtH complex, which occurs2

at the early stage of the reaction, the ground
singlet state lowering by SOC is 5.49 cmy1

from the MRCIqSOC calculation. This value
is not important for the singlet ground state
reaction of the Pt atom with hydrogen, but it
indicates that for the triplet ground state reac-
tion, the SOC effects could be crucial.

When the interaction between the Pt atom
and hydrogen starts to grow, the orbital degen-
eracy is lifted. The splitting of states with dif-
ferent orbital symmetry calculated by the MRCI
nonrelativistic method is not large. Nonrelativis-
tic S–T crossing between the lowest triplet 3A1

1 ˚and singlet A states occurs at r s4.23 A1 Pt – C

using the MRCI method, but the states are quite
far separated when SOC is taken into account
Ž y1 y1y4422.5 cm and q2.01 cm , respec-

.tively . SOC splitting between seven compo-
nents of the former 3D ground term is in the3

range of 11 cmy1 at this intermolecular dis-
tance, but the structure of the wave functions is
completely changed by a new complex mixing
of the former configurations. The lowest singlet

1 Ž 10.state of the S d -type is only slightly per-
Ž .turbed by SOC about 1% at this distance.

At first glance, it seems quite natural to
suspect that there is no effective intersystem
crossing from the starting 3D nonreactive state
and the descending 1S reactive state, since there

is no SOC between pure atomic states. This is
absolutely correct for the lowest 3D compo-3

nents, but not completely correct for the next
3D components, which are very close in energy2
w x 326 . There is strong mixing between the D2

1 Žand D states these states are formed and2

strongly split by SOC interaction and constitute
a complete mixture of some 3D and 1D nonrela-
tivistic CSFs in the free Pt atom when SOC is

.included .
˚When the Pt–H distance diminishes to 3 A,2

a small rehybridization of singlet states starts to
grow and the ground singlet 1A state acquires1

1 Žan admixture of one of the D components the
state number four among the singlets; it has the
same 1A symmetry and is separated by 0.641

.eV . This state is determined mostly by the
5d ™6 s single electron excitation. The ad-z z

mixture coefficient is only 0.095 at the Pt–H 2
˚distance ds3 A, and attains its maximum value
˚ Ž0.12 at ds2.8 A. At shorter distances ds2.1

˚ .A , it again becomes smaller than 0.05. Because
Žof that small admixture induced MRCI calcula-

.tions , the MRCIqSOC wave function of the
1A state is changed drastically: now it is a1

complete mixture of the closed shell CSF and
the 1D and 3D CSF’s components when SOC is

Ž .included. The MRCIqSOC calculation Fig. 3
demonstrates this as a result of an avoided
crossing between the ground singlet state 1S
Ž .dashed line as obtained in the absence of SOC
and the lowest component of the 3D state. The2

mechanism of this avoided crossing is rather
peculiar. The closed shell contribution to the
lowest 3D state grows very fast; the coefficient2

is 0.4, 0.57, 0.66 and 0.94 at ds3, 2.8, 2.6 and
˚ ˚2.1 A, respectively. At the point ds3.2 A,

this admixture is negligible. The intermolecular
˚distance ds2.8 A represents a crucial point on

the reaction coordinate. Starting from this point,
the closed shell contribution to the lowest 3D2

Ž . 3 1component prevails 33% above the D and D
Ž .contributions none of them exceeds 20% and

this state energy is split by 200 cmy1 lower
than the other 3D components. It is still higher2

in energy than the seven 3D components. The3
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other state with large singlet closed shell contri-
Ž . y1bution 61% has 1856 cm higher energy.

˚Ž .At some longer Pt–H distance 3.35 A , the
structure of multiplets is still similar to the
atomic splitting pattern: the cluster of seven

3 Žstates similar to the D terms from y4094.83

till y4030.3 cmy1 with respect to the nonrela-
.tivistic singlet ground state origin and the clus-

3 Žter of five states similar to the D terms from2
y1.y2011 till y1966.1 cm are easily assigned

from the MRCIqSOC wave functions. The
singlet closed shell state is only slightly per-
turbed; its energy is 61.7 cmy1 with respect to
the nonrelativistic singlet ground state. All other
3D and 1D states are quite much separated in1 2

Ž .energy like in a free atom Table VI .
So the S–T mixing, which starts to grow

˚when the Pt–H distance diminishes up to 3 A, is
a very peculiar feature of SOC and exchange
interaction in the platinum atom perturbed by
the growing chemical bond with hydrogen.
There is no H–H bond cleavage at this stage. It

˚occurs only at a very short distance d,1.3 A.

3.2.3. Three different stages of spin uncoupling
in the PtqH reaction2

We can divide the reaction path into three
important hypothetical stages. These are not real
kinetic stages, since they are not connected with

Žwell-pronounced minima on the PES a very
˚shallow minimum at Rs2.82 A, Fig. 3, proba-

.bly has no importance . These stages are con-
nected with different phases of spin uncoupling
during the H–H bond activation process.

The first stage could be called ‘preparation of
w xthe catalyst’ 30 . A weak intermolecular inter-

Žaction polarization of the electronic shell of the
.catalyst and starting hybridization in the case

of heavy metal catalyst can induce a strong
recoupling in ‘ j–j’ or ‘l–s’ scheme, which
leads to effective triplet–singlet transitions.

1 Ž 9 1.A very small admixture of the D d s char-
1 Ž 10.acter into the closed shell S d configuration

destroys the cluster structure of the atomic mul-
tiplets and splits off one of the 3D components2

from the other components, making this 3D2

component highly reactive with respect to
chemical bonding with the H molecule. It ac-2

quires an increasing singlet character and finally
correlates with the singlet ground state of the
PtH product. This type of spin uncoupling2

proceeds entirely in the catalyst. A very strong
SOC in the Pt atom is a driving force for the
T–S transition, which is triggered by a weak
intermolecular interaction.

The second stage of the PtqH reaction is2

determined by the other type of spin uncoupling
Žit is connected in some way with the first

.stage ; this is a 5d™6 s promotion with simul-
Ž .taneous partial electron transfer from s Hg 2

Ž .to 6 s Pt and back donation from 5d of Pt
atom to the empty s MO of the hydrogenu

moiety. This stage could not be completely
described at the HF level. Even CAS-MCSCF
calculations with a small active space without

Žinclusion of the second empty MO the orbital
.number 11 of b symmetry in Table 1 predict2
˚a stable local minimum at R ,1.7 A, RPt – H H – H

˚,0.86 A and H–Pt–H angle ,258 as the HF
calculations also do. This local minimum disap-
pears at a larger CAS level and for MRCI
calculations. The second MRCI root of the same
1A symmetry has a minimum near this region,1

so it looks like an avoided crossing between two
singlet states originating from the 1D and 1S
terms of the Pt atom. This avoided crossing is

w xseen on the PES presented by Poulain et al. 23 .
The third stage starts to become important

just after the crossing discussed above and pro-
vides a deep descent to the stable minimum of
the insertion product. Spin uncoupling at this
stage is determined by a very strong avoided
crossing between the lowest singlet state of the
tightly bound Pt–H complex and an excited2

singlet state of two triplet particles

1,3,5 3 3 qD Pt q S H . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .u 2

˚At a H–H internuclear distance equal to 4.8 A
˚and ds4 A, the energy of the singlet state

is y119.81588 a.u. so the energy difference
between this term and the lowest triplet
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3w3 Ž . 1 qŽ .xstate dissociation limit D Pt q S Hg 2
Ž .y119.9520 a.u. corresponds almost to the

Ž .hydrogen dissociation energy 3.8 eV . The en-
Žergy of the triplet counterpart of the state Eq.

Ž .. Ž .1 is at the same geometry 119.81565 a.u. so
the S–T splitting is only 51 cmy1. The singlet
state of the triplet pair has the following wave
function

1
C sy0.206c q0.198c y0.442cA 1 2 31

q0.766c , 2Ž .4

where

< < < < < <c s 2200 , c s 2020 , c s 1111 . 3Ž .1 2 3,4

The order of orbitals in these determinants is
< <s , 5d , 6 s, s , where s MOs are similarg yz u g,u

to the bonding and antibonding orbitals of the
Žhydrogen molecule other MOs are omitted here

.for simplicity . The c and c CSFs have the3 4

following spin pattern:

1
c s baba q baab q ababŽ . Ž . Ž .3 '12

q abba y2 bbaa y2 aabb ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
4Ž .

1
c s baba y baab q aetaabŽ . Ž . Ž .4 2

y abba . 5Ž . Ž .
The combination y0.5c q 0.866c corre-3 4

1w3 Ž . 3 qŽ .xsponds to a pure state D Pt q S H . Au 2

small admixture of the singlet HqH radical
1w1 Ž . 1 qŽ .xpair state S Pt q S H is present in theg 2

Ž Ž ..wave function Eq. 2 . The triplet state
3w3 Ž . 3 qŽ .xD Pt q S H has no such admixture andu 2

this is the reason for the small S–T state split-
Ž Ž ..ting Eq. 1 at this distance. The singlet, triplet

and quintet counterparts have different behavior
along the reaction path; the singlet state pro-
duces the avoided crossing with the lowest sin-
glet PES and provides the H–H bond cleavage
in the product. The avoided crossing is well
recognized in the CAS-MCSCF geometry opti-
mization of the second root of 1A symmetry.1

This type of avoided crossing is very prominent
in the Pt qH reaction so we shall consider2 2

briefly this reaction below.

3.3. Hydrogen actiÕation by platinum clusters

The avoided crossing between two types of
Pt qH PES has been obtained by Balasubra-2 2

w xmanian 17 . One surface starts from the disso-
˚ciation limit Pt qH at ds8 A; d here is a2 2

distance between the centers of the two
Ž .molecules Fig. 4 with the parallel mode of

w xcollision studied by Balasubramanian 17 . The
Ž .second PES the upper curve in Fig. 4 arises

from the dissociation limit Pt qHqH. This2
Ž1 q.PES has been assigned to the Pt S qHqH2 g

w xstate 17 ; however, we do not support this
assignment here. There is another shortcoming

w x w xof the study 17 ; Cui at el. 21 showed recently
that the parallel mode does not correspond to
the optimum reaction path between the platinum
dimer and the hydrogen molecule. The H acti-2

vation takes place preferentially at a single Pt
atom first via a structure that is far from planar;
then one of the hydrogen atoms migrates to the
other metal center overcoming a negligible bar-

w xrier 21 . At the moment, we shall not pay

Fig. 4. Correlation diagram for the Pt qH reaction. The dashed2 2

and dotted lines correspond to the triplet surface, the solid lines
— to the singlet ones. The dashed line corresponds to the absence
of SOC. The dotted line corresponds to the account of SOC.
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attention to the optimum reaction path for the
hydrogen activation by the platinum dimer, but
shall consider the parallel concerted approach
Ž .Fig. 4 as a simple simulation of a hypothetical
route. The parallel mode of reaction, which
needs to overcome an appreciable activation

w xbarrier, ,20 kcalrmol 17 , is very instructive
for analysis of spin uncoupling in the system.
The schematic correlation diagram for the paral-
lel approach of the Pt qH molecules is shown2 2

in Fig. 4. We have calculated few points in this
diagram and completed MRCI calculations in-
cluding SOC as will be presented below. We
stress that we have reproduced the main features

w xof Balasubramanian’s calculations 17 , the only
difference is connected with the upper curve
assignment.

The Pt cluster is predicted to have a triplet2

ground state from the nonrelativistic CAS-MC-
w x 3 ySCF calculations 7,21,36 . This is the S stateg

2 Žwith the p configuration like for the Og 2
.molecule . A large number of states with low

Ž .excitation energy F0.5 eV have been ob-
3 w xtained; the nearest one is the P state 21,36 .u

The lowest singlet state 1
Sq is only 0.35 eVg

Žhigher in energy MRCI calculation without
.SOC in agreement with the nonrelativistic cal-

Ž w x w x.culations 0.22 eV 36 , 0.38 eV 21 . An ac-
count of SOC leads to a very strong repulsion

3 y 1 q Žbetween the S and S states the energyg g

difference between these states at R s2.44Pt – Pt
˚ 3 y 1 qA is 1.35 eV, which is similar to the S – Sg g

splitting in the oxygen molecule determined by
exchange interaction. The lowest triplet state
surface obtained in the absence of SOC is de-
picted by a dashed line in Fig. 4; the triplet state
with SOC account is shown by a dotted line.
Actually, this state is almost a complete mixture
of the 3

Sy and 1
Sq states.g g

The upper and lower singlet state surfaces
w xstudied by Balasubramanian 17 with the paral-

lel mode of Pt qH collisions are presented in2 2

Fig. 4 by solid lines and their avoided crossing
is shown schematically by dashed lines. The
lower surface was found to be relatively flat for

˚ w x4FdF8 A. Balasubramanian 17 calls it ‘‘the

small H–H distance surface’’, since the opti-
mized H–H bond lengths in the flat region of
this surface were close to the equilibrium bond
length of the H molecule.2

The upper singlet state curve starts from a
long H–H distance limit; contrary to the lower
curve, the optimized H–H bond length becomes

˚shorter as d decreases from 6 A, while in the
lower curve, the H–H bond length increases as
the molecules approach. The barrier for dissoci-
ation of the hydrogen molecule in the lower
surface arises from the avoided crossing. Once
the barrier is surmounted, a deep well compris-
ing the cis geometry of the Pt H product is2 2

w xformed 17 ; this product relaxes to a more
stable trans-adduct. Similar PES have been

w xstudied by Dai et al. 27 for hydrogen molecule
activation by Pt and Pd clusters.3 3

w xWe have reproduced the PES of Ref. 17
with one principal disagreement: the upper PES

Ž1 q.does not correspond to the Pt S qHqH2 g
w xstate 17 , but rather to a two-triplet particle

1w Ž3 y. Ž3 q.xPt S qH S limit. A combination of2 g 2 u

these two triplet states produces the singlet state
under consideration as well as the triplet and

Ž .quintet counterparts not shown in Fig. 4 . Bala-
˚w xsubramanian 17 mentioned that at ds6 A, the

separation between the lower and upper surfaces
corresponds to the dissociation energy of the H 2

molecule. This was a simple consequence of the
fact that the energy difference between the 3

Sy
g

and 1
Sq states in the nonrelativistic calculationg

was negligible in comparison with the accuracy
of the dissociation energy estimation.

The singlet and triplet 1
Sq and 3

Sq states ofg u

the hydrogen molecule H–H are degenerate at a
large internuclear distance; the triplet state 3

Sy
g

of Pt is lower than the singlet 1
Sq state so our2 g

assignment is quite natural. The singlet state
Ž1 q. w xPt S qHqH assignment in Ref. 17 im-2 g

plies that the hydrogen radical pair is in the
singlet 1

Sq state. This state leads to a fastg

recombination to the hydrogen molecule when
the system is allowed to relax during the reac-
tion path optimization. So it immediately con-
verts into the lower potential energy singlet
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surface when the H–H bond length was opti-
mized during the reaction path search. Only the
triplet state 3

Sq radical pair HqH is stableu

with respect to such geometry optimization at
˚long intermolecular distances d,6–4 A. In

Ž3 y.turn, only the triplet state S of platinumg

dimer can be combined with the hydrogen triplet
in order to produce a singlet state which partici-
pates in the avoided crossing with the lower
curve. Such type of spin uncoupling is a com-
mon feature of chemical bond activation by

w xmetal systems 30,35,37,38 .
The same arguments are applied to hydrogen

molecule activation by Pt and Pd clusters3 3
w xstudied by Balasubramanian 17 . The ground

state Pt cluster is a triplet 3A triangle of C3 1 2Õ
w x Žsymmetry 39 . Recent B3LYP calculations

predict quasi-degenerate singlet and triplet states
w xof similar geometries 22 for the Pt cluster.3

The Palladium trimer has a triplet ground state
w x .with slightly higher S–T splitting 22 . The

w xupper PES in Ref. 27 could again be attributed
to the singlet state obtained by combination of
the two triplet molecules. In fact, the energy
differences between the upper and lower curves
at the dissociation limit are not exactly equal to
each other for the Pt H and Pd H systems. It3 2 3 2

means that the S–T energy gaps are not exactly
the same for platinum and palladium trimers in

w x Žthe calculations of Dai et al. 27 these values
w x.are not given in Ref. 27 . Though the full
w xgeometry optimization 21,22 leads to other

reaction paths, the results of Balasubramanian
w x w x17 and Dai et al. 27 illustrate the importance
of spin uncoupling induced by configuration
interaction between the closed shell singlet state
in the lower entrance channel and the double–
triplet excited state Pt qHqH. This type ofn

spin uncoupling could be present even in the
w xfull geometry optimization 21,22 though it is

not seen in such an obvious manner like in the
w xstudies of Balasubramanian 17 and Dai et al.

w x27 .
Many other TMs, their clusters and com-

plexes, have a high-spin ground state; the ex-
cited low-spin states are often more reactive in

catalytic processes. This can be easily under-
stood as a result of a combination between
having a high-spin state of a catalyst and the
triplet excitation of an activated chemical bond
Ž 3 q .like the S state of the H–H bond in whichu

the total spin of the catalytic system is lowered
to the low-spin state. Such a combination is

Ž .extremely reactive as a diabatic state and cor-
relates always with the ground state of the
insertion product on the correlation diagram for

w xdiabatic states 9,40 . The low-spin state reactiv-
ity is determined by an effective avoided cross-
ing between the starting reactant term and this
extremely reactive descending state. Finally, the
high-spin–low-spin cross-coupling induced by
SOC becomes the important driving force of
catalytic activity. The simplest prototype of cat-
alytic reactions, PtqH , demonstrates all these2

features.

4. Conclusions

w xRecent calculations 2,5,8,24 show that the
interaction between a TM atom at the right side
of the periodic table and a diamagnetic closed
shell molecule is reactive in the excited low-spin
state and is nonreactive in the ground high-spin
state. The same type of correlation diagram with

Ž 1the reactive low-spin state singlet S state in
.the case of the Pt atom and nonreactive high-

Ž 3 .spin state the Pt triplet D state can be easily
obtained for other TMs with more than half
occupied d shell and for their complexes. For
example, the high-spin ground states of the Rh

Ž4 5 .and Ru atoms F and F states, respectively
do not directly produce stable complexes with

w x w xmethane 5 and ethylene 41 . The complexes
have the lower spin multiplicity, namely the
doublet and triplet states for the complexes with

w xRh and Ru atoms, respectively 5,41 . For these
atoms, an account of SOC becomes of crucial
importance, since only SOC can govern their
reactivity. The correlation diagram with in-
volvement of the triplet excited methane and
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ethylene can be easily reproduced by the CI
method for these reactions.

The conclusions are not much changed going
from the bare metal to metal clusters. Our re-
sults for the Pt dimer interaction with methane2

indicate that SOC and the strong triplet–singlet
repulsion are the main driving forces behind the
C–H bond activation in this catalytic process.

The correlation diagram similar to the one
shown in Fig. 4 could be applied for hydrocar-
bon interaction with Cu clusters and for the

w xchemisorption models on Cu surfaces 38 . The
high and low-spin states of the Cu clusters are
very close in energy and they can be used
instead of the triplet and singlet states of the Pt2

dimer in Fig. 4. For example, our calculations
illustrate a very strong interaction between the
triplet excited ethylene and Cu cluster simulat-14

w xing the di–s bridge model 38 of the
Ž .chemisorption on the Cu 100 surface. The up-

per excited state behaviour clearly indicates the
correlation diagram of the type shown in Fig. 4,
though the ground state is a singlet closed shell
system.

An important issue of the present work is
connected with the qualitative understanding of
the catalytic reactivity of the hydrogen molecule
adsorbed on the surface. At the beginning of the
interaction with the platinum surface, only one
Pt atom is involved in the hydrogen activation.
The spin uncoupling considered is relevant with
inclusion of the triplet–singlet transition in-
duced by SOC. The role of the catalyst is
twofold: firstly, to incorporate a very strong
SOC in the Pt atom in order to induce the
triplet–singlet transition and, secondly, to in-
volve the triplet excited H molecule in the2

catalytic process.
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